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Fall in love with a brand-new set of books from the author of the bestselling Psychic
Surveys and This Haunted World series. When you look in the mirror, who do you see?
With Mandy the haunted doll now safely ensconced in Mason Town Museum, sealed in
a glass case, Shady Groves and her colleagues, Annie and Ray, can relax. After a
fashion. The small-town museum they run is not like others, it's a place that seeks to
contain and understand artifacts and relics charged with negative energy. Their aim is
to gradually reduce how potent that energy can be, and the destruction it can lead to.
All is well, until Shady chances upon a mirror in a thrift store. The reflection staring back
at her is not quite her own. The artifact is purchased and brought back to the museum,
where, under controlled circumstances, they begin to explore its history. A girl, a
woman, appears to be the previous owner. One who is troubled, who swings between
emotions like some wild pendulum. As more is revealed, Shady follows her down each
dark avenue, finally uncovering an involvement in one of the most shocking episodes of
American history. Appalled, she refuses to continue. But, as Shady, Annie and Ray
know, sometimes there's no turning back. Just what did happen at Cades Home Farm?
Hannah Torrington has used her newfound training to seek revenge for her sister's
death at the hands of the vampires. Her relationship with Will ruined and her abilities
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growing stronger each day, she is determined to graduate from the program and help
end the vampire uprising. When the vampires continue to stalk her family and Will
refuses to let her go, she must battle both her feelings for the Lycan and the vampires
who wish to destroy her.
From the author of the bestselling Psychic Surveys series comes a Christmas ghost
novella to chill your bones! Just what defines a haunting? On a strange island, amongst
strangers, a strange tale unfolds... Beth Williams leads a lonely existence, going to
work, then returning to her flat to watch TV, eat and sleep - the same routine on repeat,
day after day. It's a loneliness she nurtures, finds comfort in even, except at Christmas,
a time of dread. Then comes an invite, an offer from an old friend, to join him for 'The
Damned Season' at his house on an island off the coast of Anglesey, for Christmas with
a difference. Intrigued as well as desperate, Beth accepts, arriving there a few days
before Christmas Eve. She's not the only one invited, however, there are four others, all
strangers to each other, all crossing murky, choppy waters to meet their host, a much
changed man that seems not only surprised to see them, but dismayed, and weary too.
Who is nothing but a husk. With the boatman gone and the mists closing in, Beth finds
herself in a solitary house of ever-changing rooms and never-ending corridors, of
people disappearing and then reappearing, of feasts and famine. And then there are
the doors, constantly multiplying, and locked...aren't they? The Damned Season. It's
coming. Download today or READ FOR FREE in KU: Psychic Surveys Series: Psychic
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Surveys Book One: The Haunting of Highdown Hall Psychic Surveys Book Two: Rise to
Me Psychic Surveys Book Three: 44 Gilmore Street Psychic Surveys Book Four: Old
Cross Cottage Psychic Surveys Book Five: Descension Psychic Surveys Book Six:
Legion Psychic Surveys Book Seven: Promises to Keep Psychic Surveys Book Eight:
The Weight of the Soul Psychic Surveys Companion Novels: Eve: A Psychic Surveys
Prequel Blakemort (Corinna's story) Thirteen (Ness's story) Rosamund (Rosamund
Davis - Ruby's great-grandmother's story) This Haunted World Series: This Haunted
World Book One: The Venetian This Haunted World Book Two: The Eleventh Floor
This Haunted World Book Three: Highgate Reach for the Dead Series: Reach for the
Dead Book One: Mandy Reach for the Dead Book Two: Cades Home Farm Reach for
the Dead Book Three: DUE OUT SUMMER 2022 Jessamine Series: Jessamine
Comraich Carfax House - A Christmas Ghost Story (standalone novella) Summer of
Grace - A standalone psychological thriller The Damned Season - A Christmas Ghost
Story (standalone novella)
Jeffrey Thomas is renowned for his novels and tales set in Punktown, a terrifying, crimeriddled city of the future, where humans and aliens mix in every sense of the word, with
often horrific results. Including two stories set in Punktown, this volume features works
long and short that are among Thomas's most intimate and intense weird tales. "Saigon
Dep Lam" is a poignant Christmas story set in Vietnam, a city which Thomas has
visited often. Art takes a central role in "Mr. Faun" and "Drawing No. 8," both of which
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suggest that paintings may be quite a bit more than what you see on the canvas. This
book also includes several unpublished stories. "The Temple of Ugghiutu" is a
Lovecraftian tale that bears relations to Thomas's Punktown novel Monstrocity. The
distinctively titled "riaH gnoL" hints at the disturbing psychosis of a young woman
employed by an arcade. "Good Will toward Men" makes us wonder about the real
differences between heaven and hell.
Ollie left it all behind: a new home, friends who saw her as something more than a
fragile shadow walker and a budding relationship with Kane. It was all in an effort to
shield Asher, who should never have been able to escape the Shadowlands. Now her
money is gone, her hopes of saving other shadow walkers has slipped through her
fingers, and Kane won't speak to her. She's been abducted by leprechauns, who think
she committed an unspeakable crime. The vampires want her dead and there's a
crawler blowing up End of the Rainbows. Kane might not want to work with her, but he's
going to have to because all hell is breaking loose in Boston.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In the final book of his astonishing career, Carl
Sagan brilliantly examines the burning questions of our lives, our world, and the
universe around us. These luminous, entertaining essays travel both the vastness of
the cosmos and the intimacy of the human mind, posing such fascinating questions as
how did the universe originate and how will it end, and how can we meld science and
compassion to meet the challenges of the coming century? Here, too, is a rare, private
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glimpse of Sagan’s thoughts about love, death, and God as he struggled with fatal
disease. Ever forward-looking and vibrant with the sparkle of his unquenchable
curiosity, Billions & Billions is a testament to one of the great scientific minds of our day.
Praise for Billions & Billions “[Sagan’s] writing brims with optimism, clarity and
compassion.”—Ft. Lauderdale Sun-Sentinel “Sagan used the spotlight of his fame to
illuminate the abyss into which stupidity, greed, and the lust for power may yet dump
us. All of those interests and causes are handsomely represented in Billions &
Billions.”—The Washington Post Book World “Astronomer Carl Sagan didn’t live to see
the millennium, but he probably has done more than any other popular scientist to
prepare us for its arrival.”—Atlanta Journal & Constitution “Billions & Billions can be
interpreted as the Silent Spring for the current generation. . . . Human history includes a
number of leaders with great minds who gave us theories about our universe and
origins that ran contrary to religious dogma. Galileo determined that the Earth revolved
around the Sun, not the other way around. Darwin challenged Creationism with his
Evolution of Species. And now, Sagan has given the world its latest challenge: Billions
& Billions.”—San Antonio Express-News “[Sagan’s] inspiration and boundless curiosity
live on in the gift of his work.”—Seattle Times & Post-Intelligencer “Couldn’t stay awake
in your high school science classes? This book can help fill in the holes. Acclaimed
scientist Carl Sagan combines his logic and knowledge with wit and humor to make a
potentially dry subject enjoyable to read.”—The Dallas Morning News
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This Haunted World Book TwoThe Eleventh Floor
It takes a graveyard to raise a child. Nobody Owens, known as Bod, is a normal boy.
He would be completely normal if he didn't live in a graveyard, being raised by ghosts,
with a guardian who belongs to neither the world of the living nor the dead. There are
adventures in the graveyard for a boy—an ancient Indigo Man, a gateway to the
abandoned city of ghouls, the strange and terrible Sleer. But if Bod leaves the
graveyard, he will be in danger from the man Jack—who has already killed Bod's family.
Trying to forget the boy with whom she fell in love, Abbey returns to Sleepy Hollow and throws
herself into school, her perfume making, and her friendship with Ben to get over Caspian, but
Caspian, who is dead, is a Shade and Abbey is his destiny.
As staff writer for Scientific American, John Horgan has a window on contemporary science
unsurpassed in all the world. Who else routinely interviews the likes of Lynn Margulis, Roger
Penrose, Francis Crick, Richard Dawkins, Freeman Dyson, Murray Gell-Mann, Stephen Jay
Gould, Stephen Hawking, Thomas Kuhn, Chris Langton, Karl Popper, Stephen Weinberg, and
E.O. Wilson, with the freedom to probe their innermost thoughts? In The End Of Science,
Horgan displays his genius for getting these larger-than-life figures to be simply human, and
scientists, he writes, "are rarely so human . . . so at there mercy of their fears and desires, as
when they are confronting the limits of knowledge."This is the secret fear that Horgan pursues
throughout this remarkable book: Have the big questions all been answered? Has all the
knowledge worth pursuing become known? Will there be a final "theory of everything" that
signals the end? Is the age of great discoverers behind us? Is science today reduced to mere
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puzzle solving and adding detains to existing theories? Horgan extracts surprisingly candid
answers to there and other delicate questions as he discusses God, Star Trek, superstrings,
quarks, plectics, consciousness, Neural Darwinism, Marx's view of progress, Kuhn's view of
revolutions, cellular automata, robots, and the Omega Point, with Fred Hoyle, Noam Chomsky,
John Wheeler, Clifford Geertz, and dozens of other eminent scholars. The resulting narrative
will both infuriate and delight as it mindless Horgan's smart, contrarian argument for "endism"
with a witty, thoughtful, even profound overview of the entire scientific enterprise. Scientists
have always set themselves apart from other scholars in the belief that they do not construct
the truth, they discover it. Their work is not interpretation but simple revelation of what exists in
the empirical universe. But science itself keeps imposing limits on its own power. Special
relativity prohibits the transmission of matter or information as speeds faster than that of light;
quantum mechanics dictates uncertainty; and chaos theory confirms the impossibility of
complete prediction. Meanwhile, the very idea of scientific rationality is under fire from NeoLuddites, animal-rights activists, religious fundamentalists, and New Agers alike. As Horgan
makes clear, perhaps the greatest threat to science may come from losing its special place in
the hierarchy of disciplines, being reduced to something more akin to literaty criticism as more
and more theoreticians engage in the theory twiddling he calls "ironic science." Still, while
Horgan offers his critique, grounded in the thinking of the world's leading researchers, he offers
homage too. If science is ending, he maintains, it is only because it has done its work so well.
The Weight of the Soul is the eighth in the bestselling Psychic Surveys series, that feature plot
twists, compelling characters and a mystery at its dark heart. Perfect for fans of Stephen King,
Darcy Coates, CJ Tudor and James Herbert. Life may have moved on to new challenges for
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Ruby Davis, now being a mother to baby Hendrix, but she's back at the helm of Psychic
Surveys, her spiritual domestic clearance company, and the cases just keep getting stranger.
A new client, Carrie-Ann Kendall, has suffered an accident at sea, one that - according to her she shouldn't have survived. Visiting a clairvoyant who is apparently terrified by her presence,
only confirms this notion. It is now up to Ruby and the team to find out whether she has
cheated death. If so, what are the consequences, and for how long? Leon Vasilescu is the
clairvoyant, now missing since encountering Carrie-Ann, and whom Psychic Surveys must
track down. But in doing so, they will encounter another danger, one that is far more personal
to Ruby and her mother Jessica, that could have them facing death too. Download today or
READ FOR FREE in KU: Psychic Surveys Series: Psychic Surveys Book One: The Haunting
of Highdown Hall Psychic Surveys Book Two: Rise to Me Psychic Surveys Book Three: 44
Gilmore Street Psychic Surveys Book Four: Old Cross Cottage Psychic Surveys Book Five:
Descension Psychic Surveys Book Six: Legion Psychic Surveys Book Seven: Promises to
Keep Psychic Surveys Book Eight: The Weight of the Soul Psychic Surveys Companion
Novels: Eve: A Psychic Surveys Prequel Blakemort (Corinna's story) Thirteen (Ness's story)
Rosamund (Rosamund Davis - Ruby's great-grandmother's story) This Haunted World Series:
This Haunted World Book One: The Venetian This Haunted World Book Two: The Eleventh
Floor This Haunted World Book Three: Highgate Reach for the Dead Series: Reach for the
Dead Book One: Mandy Reach for the Dead Book Two: Cades Home Farm Jessamine Series:
Jessamine Comraich Carfax House - A Christmas Ghost Story (standalone novella) Summer
of Grace - A standalone psychological thrill
Original and terrifying fiction presented by Jason Blum, the award-winning producer behind the
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groundbreaking Paranormal Activity, The Purge, Insidious, and Sinister franchises. Jason Blum
invited sixteen cutting-edge collaborators, filmmakers, and writers to envision a city of their
choosing, and let their demons run wild. The Blumhouse Book of Nightmares: The Haunted
City brings together all-new, boundary-breaking stories from such artists as Ethan Hawke
(Boyhood), Eli Roth (Hostel), Scott Derrickson (Sinister), C. Robert Cargill (Sinister), James
DeMonaco (The Purge), and many others. “Geist” by Les Bohem…“Procedure” by James
DeMonaco…“Hellhole” by Christopher Denham…“A Clean White Room” by Scott Derrickson
and C. Robert Cargill…“Novel Fifteen” by Steve Faber…“Eyes” by George Gallo…“1987” by
Ethan Hawke…“Donations” by William Joselyn…“The Old Jail” by Sarah Langan…“The Darkish
Man” by Nissar Modi…“Meat Maker” by Mark Neveldine…“Dreamland” by Michael
Olson…“Valdivia” by Eli Roth…“Golden Hour” by Jeremy Slater…“The Leap” by Dana
Stevens…“The Words” by Scott Stewart…“Gentholme” by Simon Kurt Unsworth
'Clever, twisty, and altogether spine-chilling. . . . [A] deliciously terrifying story. . . .You'll want to
read this one after dark, ideally with the wind whistling in the eaves and a window banging
somewhere just out of reach. But keep the light switch handy. You just might need it' Ruth
Ware, Book of the Month What was it like? Living in that house. Maggie Holt is used to such
questions. Twenty-five years ago, she and her parents, Ewan and Jess, moved into a rambling
Victorian estate called Baneberry Hall. They spent three weeks there before fleeing in the dead
of night, an ordeal Ewan later recounted in a memoir called House of Horrors. His tale of
ghostly happenings and encounters with malevolent spirits became a worldwide phenomenon.
Now, Maggie has inherited Baneberry Hall after her father's death. She was too young to
remember any of the events mentioned in her father's book. But she doesn't believe a word of
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it. Ghosts, after all, don't exist. But when she returns to Baneberry Hall to prepare it for sale,
her homecoming is anything but warm. People from the pages of her father's book lurk in the
shadows, and locals aren't thrilled that their small town has been made infamous. Even more
unnerving is Baneberry Hall itself - a place that hints of dark deeds and unexplained
happenings. As the days pass, Maggie begins to believe that what her father wrote was more
fact than fiction. That, either way, someone - or something - doesn't want her here. And that
she might be in danger all over again . . . THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
One of . . . Huff Post's "10 Of The Most Anticipated Book Releases Of June 2020" - Good
Housekeeping's "The 35 Best Books of 2020 to Add to Your Reading List" - Travel + Leisure's
"20 Most Anticipated Summer 2020 Books" - PopSugar's 17 Most Anticipated Summer
Thrillers - Working Mother's "The 20 Most Anticipated Books of 2020" - Newsweek's 20 most
anticipated summer reads - Publishers Weekly's "Summer Reads 2020" - BookPage's "2020
Most Anticipated Thrillers and Mysteries" - Today.com's "16 highly anticipated summer reads" The Star Tribune's "Great Escapes" summer reads - BookPage's "Private Eye July" - USA
Today's"Summer reading guide: 20 new books you won't want to miss" - CrimeReads "10 New
Books Coming Out This Week" - Buzzfeed "17 New Thrillers That Will Keep Your Summer
Exciting" - The Everygirl "30 Books That Should Be on Your Summer Reading List."
Daniel Nash struggles to reconcile his feelings of betrayal with his desire to understand his life.
His hopes of uncovering the secrets revealed in his father's journals are quickly dashed, and
he works with a private investigator to discover the truth. Worry about his wife, Sarah,
combines with his efforts to cope with his childhood trauma, an unexpected death, and the
recent revelations. His obsession with the past threatens to destroy his stable life. Meanwhile,
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Sarah and her father, Tristan, continue to combat the lingering discord that developed between
them years before but refuse to take their main focus from Daniel. As he reviews his biological
father's efforts to be a good man, Daniel searches for a way to comprehend shocking
disclosures. He questions his own goodness as he fights not to emotionally withdraw from
those around him, especially the two people he knows will always love him, Sarah and Tristan.
When Cass's family heads off to Edinburgh, Cass meets a girl who shares her "gift" of entering
the world of the spirits. Cass still has a lot to learn about the Veil - and herself. And fast... A
thrillingly spooky and action-packed tale of hauntings, history, mystery, and the bond between
friends (even if that friend is a ghost...)
The Medulla Obligation is the siren of the mating dance."The character of the Medulla
Obligation is much more complicated that that of gravity, yet no less powerful and no less
consistent."You cannot escape her designs on your life, but you can flow with her and learn to
recognize both advantages and pitfalls inherent and inevitable in human interaction.The
Medulla Obligation will show you that you can affect the outcome of you relationships through
a tilt in your perception. You can learn when to interact and when to quietly disengage, when
your gifts are yours or are to be taken from you. You can learn how to make the best of your
"turns at bat" in life to make a difference for you and those important to you, and how to keep
yourself viable beyond established expectations."She has no flexibility and has no reliance on
the quality of the partners she pressures together. The test of that union is the survivability and
behavioral adaptations of the children born from it most of that 'safeguard' is now gone, and we
have been unable to compensate."

Tsukioka Yoshitoshi, a student of ukiyo-e master Utagawa Kuniyoshi, showed a
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predilection towards two types of subject in his early work: exceptionally bloody
musha-e ("warror prints"), and supernatural images of demons and ghosts.
Yoshitoshi maintained an interest in depicting the haunted realm of Japanese
myth right up until his last major series, 36 Ghosts, in 1889 (two years before his
death). Like all Yoshitoshi's art, these prints are now considered to be the work of
ukiyo-e's last master practitioner.DEMONS FROM THE HAUNTED WORLD
collects and considers over 150 of Yoshitoshi's most striking and disturbing
images of spectres, monsters and demons - including the series 100 Ghost
Stories, Heroic Beauty, and 36 Ghosts in their entirety - presented in large-format
and full-colour throughout.
"[The] book makes a wonderfully cohesive whole. It is rich in ideas, elegantly
expressed. I highly recommend it to any serious student of science and
culture."--Lucy Horwitz, Boston Book Review "An important and lasting
contribution to a more profound understanding of the place of science in our
culture."--Hans C. von Baeyer, Boston Sunday Globe "[Holton's] themes are
central to an understanding of the nature of science, and Holton does an
excellent job of identifying and explaining key features of the scientific enterprise,
both in the historical sense and in modern science...I know of no better informed
scientist who has studied the nature of science for half a century."--Ron Good,
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Science and Education Through his rich exploration of Einstein's thought, Gerald
Holton shows how the best science depends on great intuitive leaps of
imagination, and how science is indeed the creative expression of the traditions
of Western civilization.
· What unspeakable horror glimpsed in the basement of a private library in West
Yorkshire drove a man to madness and an early grave? · What led to an
underground echo chamber in a Manchester recording studio being sealed up for
good? · What creature walks the endless sands of Lancashire's Fleetwood Bay,
and what connects it to an unmanned craft washed ashore in Port Elizabeth,
nearly six thousand miles away? In 2009 Jeremy Dyson was contacted by a
journalist wanting help bringing together accounts of true life ghost stories from
across the British Isles. The Haunted Book chronicles the journey Dyson,
formerly a hardened sceptic, went on to uncover the truth behind these tales.
The best-known of Shirley Jackson's novels and a major inspiration for writers
like Neil Gaiman and Stephen King as well as the hit Netflix series, The Haunting
of Hill House is a chilling story of the power of fear 'Shirley Jackson's stories are
among the most terrifying ever written' Donna Tartt Alone in the world, Eleanor is
delighted to take up Dr Montague's invitation to spend a summer in the
mysterious Hill House. Joining them are Theodora, an artistic 'sensitive', and
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Luke, heir to the house. But what begins as a light-hearted experiment is swiftly
proven to be a trip into their darkest nightmares, and an investigation that one of
their number may not survive. Twice filmed as The Haunting, and the inspiration
for a 10-part Netflix series, The Haunting of Hill House is a powerful work of slowburning psychological horror. 'An amazing writer ... If you haven't read her you
have missed out on something marvellous' Neil Gaiman 'As nearly perfect a
haunted-house tale as I have ever read' Stephen King 'The world of Shirley
Jackson is eerie and unforgettable' A. M. Homes 'Shirley Jackson is one of those
highly idiosyncratic, inimitable writers...whose work exerts an enduring spell'
Joyce Carol Oates
Lizzie O'Malley is back with a purpose in life. Still flighty and unpredictable, she
knows that loving and losing Teagan Gallagher has changed her life forever. As
she navigates her new life in Boston as a full time working mother, she promises
herself she will never fall in love again. But can she keep that promise after
meeting Nick Sawyer, the gorgeous Texan who has fallen for her? Follow Lizzie
to Ireland where she struggles with tragedy and rediscovers herself all over
again.
Rooted in place, slipping between worlds - a rich collection of unnerving ghosts
and sinister histories. 'An impressive line-up of established and emerging names.'
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The Sunday Times 'These eerie, unsettling stories are guaranteed to send
shivers down your spine.' Daily Express Eight authors were given the freedom of
their chosen English Heritage site, from medieval castles to a Cold War nuclear
bunker. Immersed in the past and chilled by rumours of hauntings, they
channelled their darker imaginings into a series of extraordinary new ghost
stories. 'Subtly evocative of human relations loss, grief, or the fear of loneliness.'
TLS 'A satisfying and spooky read.' Sun Also includes a gazetteer of English
Heritage properties which are said to be haunted.
Five students at a Buddhist college in Japan realise the job market is tough these
days, but their unique spiritual and scientific talents help them get work from the
dead, for they can contact the spirits of corpses and speak with them. If a body is
found hanging from a tree or lying in an alley, it's probably got a story to tell! The
five form The Kurosagi Corpse Delivery Service, specialising in carrying out the
last wishes of their dead clients, so their souls can move on. Eili Otsuka's cult
manga hit is collected here for the first time.
Haunted is a novel made up of stories: twenty-three of the most horrifying,
hilarious, mind-blowing, stomach-churning tales you'll ever encounter. They are
told by the people who have all answered an ad headlined 'Artists Retreat:
Abandon your life for three months'. They are led to believe that here they will
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leave behind all the distractions of 'real life' that are keeping them from creating
the masterpiece that is in them. But 'here' turns out to be a cavernous and ornate
old theatre where they are utterly isolated from the outside world - and where
heat and power and, most importantly, food are in increasingly short supply. And
the more desperate the circumstances become, the more desperate the stories
they tell - and the more devious their machinations to make themselves the hero
of the inevitable play/movie/non-fiction blockbuster that will certainly be made
from their plight.
ONE OF ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY'S "BIGGEST AND BEST YA BOOKS OF
THE SUMMER" From Danielle Vega, YA's answer to Stephen King, comes a
new paranormal novel about dark family secrets, deep-seated vengeance, and
the horrifying truth that evil often lurks in the unlikeliest of places. Clean slate.
That's what Hendricks Becker-O'Malley's parents said when they moved their
family to the tiny town of Drearfield, New York. Hendricks wants to lay low and
forget her dark, traumatic past. Forget him. But things don't go as planned.
Hendricks learns from new friends at school that Steele House--the fixer upper
her parents are so excited about--is notorious in town. Local legend says it's
haunted. But Hendricks isn't sure if it's the demons of her past haunting her ...or
of the present. Voices whisper in her ear as she lays in bed. Doors lock on their
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own. And, then, one night, things take a violent turn. With help from the
mysterious boy next door, Hendricks makes it her mission to take down the
ghosts . . . if they don't take her first.
While belief in religious supernatural claims is waning throughout the West,
evidence suggests belief in nonreligious supernatural claims is on the rise. What
explains this contradiction? How can a society with a falling belief in God have a
rising belief in ghosts, psychic powers, ancient astronauts, and other
supernatural or pseudo-scientific phenomena? Taking the same anthropological
approach he employed in his notable studies of religion, atheist author and
activist David G. McAfee turns his attention to nonreligious faith-based claims.
Whether going undercover as a medium, getting tested at Scientology
headquarters in Los Angeles, or interviewing celebrity paranormalists and
famous skeptics, he leaves no stone unturned in his investigation. As in the case
of religion, he finds an unwillingness among "believers" to critically examine their
most closely held convictions. Only once individuals honestly assess their own
sacred cows will they be able to ensure that their beliefs conform to the known
facts—and that our decisions as a society are based on the best available
evidence.
This gothic classic, “The Turn of the Screw” is one of the most famous ghost
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stories of all time. On Christmas Eve, Douglas reads a manuscript written by a
former acquaintance, the governess, whom Douglas claims to have known and
who is now dead. The manuscript tells the story of how the young governess is
hired by a man who has become responsible for his young nephew and niece
after the tragic deaths of their parents. He is uninterested in raising the children.
The governess’s new employer gives her full responsibility for the young siblings
and explicitly states that he is not to be bothered with communications of any
sort. Set in a remote estate this critically acclaimed novella tells the tale of a
governess who, looking after two children, becomes convinced that the grounds
are haunted. This story has been adapted many times for film and television,
most recently in The Turning (2020). Famed for its ability to create an intimate
sense of confusion and suspense, this novella is a must-read for all horror and
ghost story fans.
Horror.
1867. On a dark and chilling night Eliza Caine arrives in Norfolk to take up her
position as governess at Gaudlin Hall. As she makes her way across the station
platform, a pair of invisible hands push her from behind into the path of an
approaching train. She is only saved by the vigilance of a passing doctor. It is the
start of a journey into a world of abandoned children, unexplained occurrences
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and terrifying experiences which Eliza will have to overcome if she is to survive
the secrets that lie within Gaudlin’s walls...
A series of standalone chilling ghost stories, that are also connected to the
bestselling Psychic Surveys series. Are you brave enough to delve in?"That
house, that damned house. Will it ever stop haunting me?"After her parents'
divorce, five-year old Corinna Greer moves into Blakemort with her mother and
brother. Set on the edge of the village of Whitesmith, the only thing attractive
about it is the rent. A 'sensitive', Corinna is aware from the start that something is
wrong with the house. Very wrong. Christmas is coming but at Blakemort that's
not something to get excited about. A house that sits and broods, that calculates
and considers, it's then that it lashes out - the attacks endured over five years
becoming worse. There are also the spirits, some willing residents, others not.
Amongst them a boy, a beautiful, spiteful boy... Who are they? What do they
want? And is Corinna right when she suspects it's not just the dead the house
traps but the living too? Download today or READ FOR FREE in KU: Psychic
Surveys Series: Psychic Surveys Book One: The Haunting of Highdown
HallPsychic Surveys Book Two: Rise to MePsychic Surveys Book Three: 44
Gilmore StreetPsychic Surveys Book Four: Old Cross CottagePsychic Surveys
Book Five: DescensionPsychic Surveys Book Six: LegionPsychic Surveys Book
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Seven: Promises to KeepPsychic Surveys Book Eight: DUE OUT SPRING
2021Psychic Surveys Companion Novels: Eve: A Psychic Surveys
PrequelBlakemort (Corinna's story)Thirteen (Ness's story)Rosamund (Rosamund
Davis - Ruby's great-grandmother's story)This Haunted World Series: This
Haunted World Book One: The VenetianThis Haunted World Book Two: The
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Pulitzer Prize-winning author and astronomer Carl Sagan imagines the greatest
adventure of all—the discovery of an advanced civilization in the depths of space.
In December of 1999, a multinational team journeys out to the stars, to the most
awesome encounter in human history. Who—or what—is out there? In Cosmos,
Carl Sagan explained the universe. In Contact, he predicts its future—and our
own.
It begins with a call one snowy February night. Lying in her bed, fourteen-yearold Sylvie Mason overhears her parents on the phone across the hall. This is not
the first late-night call they have received, since her mother and father have an
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uncommon occupation: helping 'haunted souls' find peace. And yet something in
Sylvie senses that this call is different from the others, especially when they are
lured to the old church on the outskirts of town. Once there, her parents
disappear, one after the other, behind the church's red door, leaving Sylvie alone
in the car. Not long after, she drifts off to sleep, only to wake to the sound of
gunfire. As the story weaves back and forth through the years leading up to that
night and the months following, the ever-inquisitive Sylvie searched for answers
and uncovers secrets that have haunted her family for years . . . Help for the
Haunted is a psychological thriller that will keep you on the edge of your seat,
told in the captivating voice of a young heroine who is determined to discover the
truth about what happened that winter night.
It tells the story of Enid and Rebecca, two above-it-all best friends confronted with the
prospect of adulthood and the uncertain future of their friendship.
In the late 1950s, Mario Bava helped to create and define the Italian horror film. His
classic directorial works of the 1960s and 1970s, including Black Sunday, Kill, Baby …
Kill! and Lisa and the Devil, remain among the most colorful and imaginative in the
history of the genre. Bava’s films are rife with unforgettable images—Barbara Steele’s
uncanny beauty being brutally violated in Black Sunday, Christopher Lee returning from
the grave marked by his bloody demise in The Whip and the Body, the angelic-looking
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ghost child of Kill, Baby … Kill!, the brutal murder scenes of Blood and Black Lace and
Twitch of the Death Nerve—but they are also thematically rich and inter-connected. For
many critics, Bava was a gifted stylist but few have bothered to look beneath the
surface to uncover the deeper significance of his work. The Haunted World of Mario
Bava was first published in 2002. It has now been updated, revised and expanded by
author Troy Howarth to give a better overview of Bava’s remarkable legacy as a
director and “cinema magician.” This new edition contains new contributions from
Bava’s son, director Lamberto Bava, and genre icon Barbara Steele. The book
examines all of Bava’s directorial works in detail while also providing a portrait of the
man himself—a man for whom publicity and self-promotion was always shied away from,
even as he continued to work himself to the point of exhaustion as he improvised and
pushed himself to deliver films which would go on to influence such major filmmakers
as William Friedkin, Martin Scorsese, Quentin Tarantino, Tim Burton and Joe Dante.
Author Troy Howarth “discovered” Bava’s work as a child on late night TV and has
worked hard to help bring more serious attention to his films. In addition to holding
down a full-time job in the field of social work, he is also a contributor to We Belong
Dead magazine and writes reviews for such websites as AV Maniacs and Eccentric
Cinema.
"It's difficult to love a woman whose vagina is a gateway to the world of the dead..."
Steve is madly in love with his eccentric girlfriend, Stacy. Unfortunately, their sex life
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has been suffering as of late, because Steve is worried about the odd noises that have
been coming from Stacy's pubic region. She says that her vagina is haunted. She
doesn't think it's that big of a deal. Steve, on the other hand, completely disagrees.
When a living corpse climbs out of her during an awkward night of sex, Stacy learns
that her vagina is actually a doorway to another world. She persuades Steve to climb
inside of her to explore this strange new place. But once inside, Steve finds it difficult to
return... especially once he meets an oddly attractive woman named Fig, who lives
within the lonely haunted world between Stacy's legs. "A very strange and surprisingly
touching love story, despite the deliberately asinine premise. With subtle humor, surreal
erotica, and some genuinely creepy moments, The Haunted Vagina is a completely
unique reading experience."
A prescient warning of a future we now inhabit, where fake news stories and Internet
conspiracy theories play to a disaffected American populace “A glorious book . . . A
spirited defense of science . . . From the first page to the last, this book is a manifesto
for clear thought.”—Los Angeles Times How can we make intelligent decisions about
our increasingly technology-driven lives if we don’t understand the difference between
the myths of pseudoscience and the testable hypotheses of science? Pulitzer Prizewinning author and distinguished astronomer Carl Sagan argues that scientific thinking
is critical not only to the pursuit of truth but to the very well-being of our democratic
institutions. Casting a wide net through history and culture, Sagan examines and
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authoritatively debunks such celebrated fallacies of the past as witchcraft, faith healing,
demons, and UFOs. And yet, disturbingly, in today's so-called information age,
pseudoscience is burgeoning with stories of alien abduction, channeling past lives, and
communal hallucinations commanding growing attention and respect. As Sagan
demonstrates with lucid eloquence, the siren song of unreason is not just a cultural
wrong turn but a dangerous plunge into darkness that threatens our most basic
freedoms. Praise for The Demon-Haunted World “Powerful . . . A stirring defense of
informed rationality. . . Rich in surprising information and beautiful writing.”—The
Washington Post Book World “Compelling.”—USA Today “A clear vision of what good
science means and why it makes a difference. . . . A testimonial to the power of science
and a warning of the dangers of unrestrained credulity.”—The Sciences
“Passionate.”—San Francisco Examiner-Chronicle
A shorter novel, Rosamund feeds into the bestselling Psychic Surveys series, and is
the story of sub-character Rosamund, it can also be read as a STANDALONE.Could
you find your way through Hell?Ruby Davis runs Psychic Surveys, a high street
company specialising in domestic spiritual clearance. Having inherited her ability to see
beyond the veil that separates this world and the next from her mother, Jessica, she is
busy helping grounded spirits to cross the great divide. In turn, Jessica inherited her gift
from her mother, Sarah, and Sarah from Rosamund.Throughout the early twentieth
century, Rosamund Davis was a woman held in high regard concerning her
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mediumship abilities and her pioneering work with London's famous psychical society.
She published many papers on psychic matters, although there are some that remain
unpublished, for the eyes of the Davis family only. It is these unavailable works
concerning the non-spirit that fascinate many - entities born of negative thoughts that
subsequently take on their own energy. Entities known as demons.But what caused her
to write about such dark matter?From her own notes, in her own words, this is
Rosamund's account.~~~ Download the bestselling Psychic Surveys series today or
read for FREE in KU:Psychic Surveys Book One: The Haunting of Highdown Hall
Psychic Surveys Book Two: Rise to Me Psychic Surveys Book Three: 44 Gilmore
Street Psychic Surveys Book Four: Old Cross Cottage Psychic Surveys Book Five:
DescensionPsychic Surveys Book Six: Legion DUE SPRING 2019Psychic Surveys
Companion NovelsEve: A Psychic Surveys PrequelBlakemort ThirteenRosamund Other
books by the author:This Haunted World Book One: The VenetianThis Haunted World
Book Two: The Eleventh FloorJessamine (Jessamine Series Book One)Comraich
(Jessamine Series Book Two)
A snowstorm, a highway, a lonely hotel... When Caroline Daynes gets stuck in a
snowstorm in Williamsfileld, PA, an enforced stay at The Egress hotel leaves her
changed forever.
The Complete Psychic Surveys Companion Novels - Books 1-3 Please note, these are
standalone short novels that feed into the bestselling Psychic Surveys series. Book
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One: Blakemort"That house, that damned house. Will it ever stop haunting me?"After
her parents' divorce, five-year old Corinna Greer moves into Blakemort with her mother
and brother. Set on the edge of the village of Whitesmith, the only thing attractive about
it is the rent. A 'sensitive', Corinna is aware from the start that something is wrong with
the house. Very wrong.Christmas is coming but at Blakemort that's not something to
get excited about. A house that sits and broods, that calculates and considers, it's then
that it lashes out - the attacks endured over five years becoming worse. There are also
the spirits, some willing residents, others not. Amongst them a boy, a beautiful, spiteful
boy...Who are they? What do they want? And is Corinna right when she suspects it's
not just the dead the house traps but the living too?Book Two: ThirteenWhat happened
all those years ago, in the dark?In 1977, Minch Point Lighthouse on Skye's most
westerly tip was suddenly abandoned by the keeper and his family - no reason ever
found. In the decade that followed, it became a haunt for teenagers on the hunt for
thrills. Playing Thirteen Ghost Stories, they'd light thirteen candles, blowing one out
after every story told until only the darkness remained. In 1987, following her success
working on a case with Sussex Police, twenty-five year old psychic, Ness Patterson, is
asked to investigate recent happenings at the lighthouse. Local teen, Ally Dunn, has
suffered a breakdown following time spent there and is refusing to speak to anyone.
Arriving at her destination on a stormy night, Ness gets a terrifying insight into what the
girl experienced. The case growing ever more sinister, Ness realises: some games
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should never be played. Book Three: RosamundCould you find your way through
Hell?Ruby Davis runs Psychic Surveys, a high street company specialising in domestic
spiritual clearance. Having inherited her ability to see beyond the veil that separates
this world and the next from her mother, Jessica, she is busy helping grounded spirits
to cross the great divide. In turn, Jessica inherited her gift from her mother, Sarah, and
Sarah from Rosamund.Throughout the early twentieth century, Rosamund Davis was a
woman held in high regard concerning her mediumship abilities and her pioneering
work with London's famous psychical society. She published many papers on psychic
matters, although there are some that remain unpublished, for the eyes of the Davis
family only. It is these unavailable works concerning the non-spirit that fascinate many entities born of negative thoughts that subsequently take on their own energy. Entities
known as demons.But what caused her to write about such dark matter?From her own
notes, in her own words, this is Rosamund's account.~~~ Download the bestselling
Psychic Surveys series today or read for FREE in KU:Psychic Surveys Book One: The
Haunting of Highdown Hall Psychic Surveys Book Two: Rise to Me Psychic Surveys
Book Three: 44 Gilmore Street Psychic Surveys Book Four: Old Cross Cottage Psychic
Surveys Book Five: DescensionPsychic Surveys Book Six: Legion DUE SPRING
2019Psychic Surveys Companion NovelsEve: A Psychic Surveys PrequelBlakemort
ThirteenRosamundOther books by the author:This Haunted World Book One: The
VenetianThis Haunted World Book Two: The Eleventh FloorJessamine (Jessamine
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Series Book One)Comraich (Jessamine Series Book Two)
'Those who appreciate heroines with a good measure of spunk, sass and strong-arm
savvy will find this a fun if fitful read.' - Publishers Weekly 'Mesmerizing . . . the 'otherworldly' atmosphere conjured up by Armstrong begins to seem strangely real.
Armstrong is a talented and original writer whose inventiveness and sense of the
bizarre is arresting.' - The London Free Press Eve Levine - half-demon, black witch and
devoted mother - has been dead for three years. She has a great house, an interesting
love life and can't be killed again - which comes in handy when you've made as many
enemies as Eve. Yes, the afterlife isn't too bad - all she needs to do is find a way to
communicate with her daughter Savannah and she'll be happy. But fate - or more
exactly, the Fates - have other plans. Eve owes them a favour, and they've just called it
in. An evil spirit called the Nix has escaped from hell. She feeds on chaos and death,
and is very good at persuading people to kill for her. The Fates want Eve to hunt her
down before she does any more damage, but the Nix is a dangerous enemy - previous
hunters have been sent mad in the process. As if that's not problem enough, it turns out
that the only way to stop her is with an angel's sword. And Eve's no angel . . . A brilliant
novel of suspense with a supernatural twist - packaged in the stunning new Kelley
Armstrong series style. Books by Kelley Armstrong: Women of the Otherworld series
Bitten Stolen Dime Store Magic Industrial Magic Haunted Broken No Humans Involved
Personal Demon Living with the Dead Frost Bitten Walking the Witch Spellbound
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Thirteen Nadia Stafford Exit Strategy Made to be Broken Wild Justice Rockton City of
the Lost A Darkness Absolute This Fallen Prey Watcher in the Woods Alone in the Wild
Darkest Powers The Summoning The Awakening The Reckoning Otherworld Tales
Men of the Otherworld Tales of the Otherworld Otherworld Nights Otherworld Secrets
Otherworld Chills Darkness Rising The Gathering The Calling The Rising Cainsville
Omens Visions Deceptions Betrayals Rituals
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